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Social Capital Related to Fertility:
Theoretical Foundations and Empirical
Evidence from Bulgaria
Christoph Bühler and Dimiter Philipov*

Abstract
Interpersonal relationships of support have been found to be an important factor
in individual fertility intentions in Central and Eastern European countries. The
foundations of this positive influence have not been well explored to date, however. We present a theoretical discussion on exchange-based social capital and
argue that processes of interpersonal exchange are relevant for reproductive decisions when they provide access to resources that help to reduce the costs of having children and stabilise the economic situation of a household. Data from 2002
on the fertility intentions of 2,016 Bulgarian women support our argument. The
availability of important and substantive resources has a positive impact on
women’s intentions to have a second or third child and their timing of having a
first or second child. The embededness in kin-based exchange systems of indirect
reciprocity shows similar positive effects and highlights especially the significance of parents as a source of intergenerational transfers and support.

1 Introduction
Personal networks receive increasing recognition as explanatory factors of demographic events. A multitude of publications shows that, for example, supportive
personal relationships improve individual health and longevity (Szreter and
Woolcock 2004; Hawe and Shiell 2000; Kawachi et al. 1997) and influence pregnancies as well as the physical condition of the new-born in a positive way (Buka
et al. 2003; Martín and Jiménez 2001; Pevalin et al. 2001). The consideration of
social networks also improves the understanding of migration. Kinship ties trigger
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chain-migrations following family members who have already migrated (Haug
2000; Palloni et al. 2001).
Communication networks are important for reproductive behaviour and contraceptive use, as these networks transfer fertility-related information, experiences, or evaluations and create structures of interpersonal influence (Bühler and
Kohler 2004; Kohler 2001; Casterline 2001; Kohler et al. 2002; Carley 2001;
Montgomery et al. 2001; Valente et al. 1997; Entwisle et al. 1996; Burt 1982;
Rogers and Kincaid 1981). However, personal networks are characterised also by
exchanges of material and non-material resources such as money, goods, services,
power, or the capacity to work. The question, therefore, arises whether personal
networks influence fertility by exchange relationships, i.e. by ties that give individuals access to resources of their network partners. There is little research on
this topic. Hank and Kreyenfeld (2003), for example, investigate the impact of
informal child-care opportunities on fertility-related behaviour. Recent studies
using data from Russia, Poland, Hungary, and Bulgaria document the positive
significance of supportive resources located in social networks, attributed as individual social capital, on fertility intentions (Bühler and Fratzcak 2005; Philipov et
al. 2004; Philipov 2003; Philipov and Shkolnikov 2001). The purpose of these
studies is to explore the relevance of social capital to fertility intentions and to
establish the concept as a meaningful explanatory factor for reproductive behaviour in Central and Eastern Europe. They do not discuss the theory of social capital and its application to fertility in detail, however. The present article intends to
close this gap. First, it derives on the basis of a general theory of social capital the
characteristics of personal networks that give individuals access to the resources
located in their networks and studies the types of resources relevant for reproductive decisions. Then, it explores the empirical significance of these characteristics
and resources by analysing their impact on fertility intentions of Bulgarian
women.
The theoretical argumentation starts with a short description of how the structural perspective of social networks provides additional insights into the current
explanations of declining and persistent low levels of fertility in Central and Eastern Europe (Section 2). Next, the article presents a network-based definition of
social capital and proposes that exchange relationships of direct and indirect reciprocity are the structural mechanisms that generate social capital. There follows
a discussion on the content of fertility-related social capital, with the inference
that resources that can be utilised for a variety of purposes build social capital that
supports fertility in Central and Eastern European societies (Section 3). After a
description of the sample and the variables used in the analyses (Section 4), ordinal logit regressions are performed to explore the impact of individual social capital and networks’ compositions by relationships of direct and indirect reciprocity
on fertility intentions (Section 5). A concluding discussion in the final section
completes the article.
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2 The Relevance of Social Networks to Reproductive Behaviour in Bulgaria
Similar to most of the Central and Eastern European countries, Bulgaria’s transition from a socialist to a democratic society is characterised by significant economic, political, and institutional transformations as well as by substantial
changes as to the processes of family formation and fertility. The latter is documented by a dramatic decline in births and an increase both in cohabitation and
out-of-wedlock childbearing.1 The mean age at birth rose by 1.6 years between
1993 and 2000; this compares to an increase in the mean age at first birth by 2
years within the same period. The Total Fertility Rate decreased from 1.9 in 1989
to a level of 1.2 in 2002. Tempo-adjusted fertility rates (Bongaarts and Feeney
1998) reveal a slightly higher fertility level and, like the observed rates, indicate a
significant drop in fertility.
Explanations for these fertility trends are usually provided in the framework
of economic or cultural approaches. In Bulgaria, the decline in fertility went hand
in hand with decreasing and persistent low levels of economic performance. The
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in 1997 was only 66% of the GDP in 1989 and
climbed until 2003 to a level of 80%. Real wages fell significantly and were additionally reduced by a period of galloping inflation in the second half of the 1990s.
Although the economy recovered during the last years, unemployment reached a
new maximum of 17.9% in 2000, though with a tendency to decrease in recent
years. Under these circumstances, direct and indirect child costs have risen considerably and hence people have postponed childbirth or they have decided not to
have another child.
The cultural approach perceives transformations in values and lifestyles as a
causal factor behind the changes in reproductive behaviour in Central and Eastern
Europe, Bulgaria in particular (UNECE 2002). The emergence of new values, like
individualism, self-realisation, autonomy, or emancipation that accompanied the
process of the second demographic transition in Western Europe (van de Kaa
1988) assumed prominence also in socialist Central and Eastern Europe. They
influenced to some extent the development of fertility during that time, but it was
only after the breakdowns of the old regimes that broad sections of the population
were able to put these new values and lifestyles into practice.
The structural perspective of social networks offers insights into how economic and cultural aspects influence fertility decisions in Central and Eastern
European countries on the individual level. It expands the examination of the
economic situation of an actor or a household by informal economic activities and
supportive relationships as strategies for coping and stabilising one’s economic

1

See Philipov and Dobritz (2003) for an overview of the trends in family formation and fertility
in Central and Eastern Europe.
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circumstances.2 It also offers a realistic view on the change in fertility-related
values by perceiving this transformation as an outcome of a diffusion process. As
part of this process, interpersonal relationships are the channels by which individuals get to know and learn about new evaluations of fertility and the use of
modern contraceptives.3 To date the relevance of communication networks on
recent fertility trends in Bulgaria or other Central and Eastern European countries
has not been explored to depth. There are no studies on the diffusion of modern
values and its implication on reproductive behaviour. However, several studies
support the relevance of social capital in the form of supportive networks on fertility. Philipov et al. (2005) report about increasing tendencies of Bulgarian and
Hungarian women to have a second child when they are embedded in supportive
personal relationships. Philipov (2003) and Philipov and Shkolnikov (2001)
document similar results for Russia. According to Bühler and Fratzcak (2004), the
intentions of Polish men and women to have a second child increase with the size
of their supportive networks and also the more parents, friends, and neighbors are
involved in supportive exchange relationships.

3 Fertility-Related Social Capital
3.1 Social Capital and Relationships of Reciprocal Exchange
To understand the mechanisms behind the positive effects of supportive social
relationships on fertility intentions, one has to step into a general theory of social
capital. According to the definitions provided by Bourdieu (1983), Flap (2002),
Lin (2001), Astone et al. (1999), and Coleman (1990), social capital is an expression of the resources individual actors have access to through their personal relationships. This includes the resources the individuals are already utilising as well
as resources they know or expect to be able to use when needed. The resources
become available through their primary network partners as these are the immediate providers of resources and the channels through which they obtain indirect
access to resources of network members they are not directly tied to. The accessible resources can be very different in nature, like goods, information, money, the
capacity to work, influence, power, or active help. However, only resources that
support individuals in reaching their goals build their personal social capital (Emerson 1976).
2

Goodwin et al. (2001), Lokshin and Yemtsov (2001), Lokshin et al. (2000), Lonkila (1999,
1997), Dershem and Gzirishvili (1998), and Sik (1995) discuss this argument applied to Russia,
Georgia, and Hungary.

3

See for example Bongaarts and Watkins (1996) or Kohler et al. (2001) for elaborating the
relevance of diffusion processes and communication networks for the increasing use of contraceptives in developing countries.
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To get direct and indirect access to the resources of network partners, individuals have to be embedded in relationships of reciprocal exchange (Astone et
al. 1999; Coleman 1990; Bourdieu 1983; Emerson 1976). These exchange relationships may transfer real goods and services, but they may also be of symbolic
content by swapping gifts or emblematic goods. The relationships’ reciprocal
character builds social capital. By transferring goods, services, or symbolic gifts
to network partners, individuals obtain the right to receive goods, services, or
gifts from these particular or other network partners. Two kinds of reciprocity
exist: a direct and an indirect one. Direct reciprocity characterises dyads and rests
on expectations of having a fair exchange (Homans 1972). Both relationship partners expect that the overall value of resources given and received becomes balanced over a shorter or longer period. If this is not the case, the relationship will
be broken off. Ongoing processes of exchange alter the character of a relationship. It may become closer and more trustworthy, with the consequence that both
relationship partners become more willing to exchange resources of higher
amount and quality (Wellman 1992) and to accept a late or unspecified moment
of re-establishing reciprocity. Groups and social networks consist of exchange
relationships of direct and indirect reciprocity (Stegbauer 2002; Peterson 1993).
In the case of indirect reciprocity, individuals are engaged in transfers with two
different network partners. They provide resources to one network partner and
receive resources from other ones. Both transfers do not have to take place at the
same time, but may occur within a shorter or longer period. Indirect reciprocity
may rest on norms (Gouldner 1960; Ekeh 1974), fixed exchange relationships
(Bearman 1997; Ziegler 1990), individual or collective ideas of fairness (Yamagishi and Cook 1993), or altruism (Takahashi 2000). All these aspects ensure that
individuals can expect to receive repayments for the resources they give to other
network members.
In exchange relationships of direct and indirect reciprocity, individuals transact investments by providing resources to their relationship partners. This way
they obtain access to resourceful network partners and influence their willingness
to offer them resources of a particular amount and quality (Portes 1998). Exchange systems of indirect reciprocity have some advantages in comparison to
direct reciprocal exchange. As to direct reciprocity, both relationship partners
should be able to exchange equivalent resources within a particular period. Therefore, they need to have a mutual interest in the resources of the relationship partner (Peterson 1993: 576). Both conditions do not exist in the case of indirect reciprocity. Consequently, indirect reciprocal exchange is less limited and more
flexible. Moreover, in providing one of their network partners with resources,
individuals can enhance the willingness of two other network partners ore more to
give their resources to the individuals. This increases the probability that individuals receive the resources they need. Systems of indirect reciprocity also generate credit-worthiness for their members (Ekeh 1974) by offering resources of
network partners without advance concessions, but with the obligation of repay-
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ment when network partners need help. Relationships between family members
and kin are characterised by indirect reciprocity (Nye 1979; Alt 1994; Mahrbach
1994) as they build long-term networks that enable interpersonal exchange. As a
result, family members and kin are among the most important sources of supportive resources (see, for example, Diewald 1991; Petermann 2002; Wellman and
Wortley 1990; Schulz 1996; Quarantelli 1960).
On the other hand, relationships of direct reciprocity enable intensive investments that provide access to resources of exceptional amount and quality, as in
intimate relationships or between married couples. Investments of this kind cannot be made easily in indirect reciprocal exchange systems. Members of these
systems can only indirectly influence potential providers of resources. They also
have to direct their activities towards common opinions of fairness. As the purpose of indirect exchange is also to strengthen the internal solidarity of a network,
there should not be too much of an inequality among the values of the exchanged
goods and services.
These considerations lead to three conclusions about the nature of social capital and its empirical representation. First, social capital has an explicit prospective
character. People decide to take a particular course of action based on the resources they expect to have access to. Knowledge about experienced transfers of
resources within a particular period covers this aspect only in part, because it
largely reflects past or current needs of the individuals or their network partners.
If there were no needs, then people would not report interpersonal transfers. Consequently, social capital has to be measured by transfers experienced in the past as
well as by future potential transfers to cover individuals’ pools of network based
resources. Second, social capital rests on reciprocal exchange relationships. People provide their network partners with resources in the expectation to receive
resources. Therefore, information about both sides of the exchange process has to
be collected: Potential and experienced transfers individuals receive from their
network partners as well as those provided by them. Information about the latter
aspect gives insights into investment activities and long-term exchange relationships. Finally, the amount and quality of resources that are available to individuals depend on their embeddedness in relationships of direct and indirect reciprocity. Exchange systems of indirect reciprocity give flexible access to different resources whereas close and long-term relationships of direct reciprocity provide
access to resources high in amount and quality. Considering these two different
kinds of reciprocal exchange offers the opportunity to obtain general information
on an individuals’ social capital, as they offer different opportunities of having
access to different resources.

3.2 Resources Relevant for Fertility
Network-based resources build social capital if they support individuals to reach
their goals, i.e. if they help to meet the costs of particular courses of action. This
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applies also to fertility-related decisions. Research on the value of children identifies a variety of costs of having children such as direct or indirect monetary costs,
psychic strains, additional workload in the household, or changes in parent’s personal relationships (see, for example, Brähler et al. 2001; Morgan and Berkowitz
King 2001; Nauck 2001, 1989; Yamaguchi and Ferguson 1995; Bulatao 1981).
Consequently, resources that might lower the costs of having children and that are
available from social networks are of a different nature: monetary support to reduce the general costs of rearing a child (Bühler and 2005) or to assure an education of a particular quality, leaving to or sharing with family members or kin a
room, flat, or house (Hao 1995), informal child care arrangements (Hank and
Kreyenfeld 2003; Parish et al. 1991; Hogan et al. 1990; Floge 1985), support to
meet the basic needs of a family, like food (Bühler 2004; Perelli 2004), help and
support in household duties, or emotional support and advice when problems with
the children arise.
Access to resources that are utilisable for a broad variety of needs, such as
money, time, or capacity to work, may also play an important role in reproductive
choices. Having children is associated with long-term costs and uncertainties that
can hardly be calculated at the time the decision to have a child or not is taken.
This holds especially in periods of rapid social and economic change during
which decisions with significant and irreversible outcomes, like having children,
are postponed or given up. Therefore, the embeddedness in social networks that
provide broadly utilisable resources may support the decision to have a child, as
these resources help to stabilise or improve the economic situation of an individual or a household (Philipov and Shkolnikov 2001). It can also add to personal
stability and security due to the awareness that there is support available if
needed. The effect of this kind of social capital on fertility thus is an indirect one.
Similarly to monetary income, it improves the living conditions of the individuals
and their ability to have children. Empirical research on the influence of social
capital on fertility intentions in Central and Eastern Europe primarily considers
broadly utilisable social capital, by addressing individual access to non-monetary
and monetary supportive resources in general (Bühler and Fratzcak 2005;
Philipov et al. 2004; Philipov 2003; Philipov and Shkolnikov 2001).
Following the theoretical discussion presented above, the subsequent empirical analyses will explore the influence of individuals’ embeddedness in exchange
relationships, which provide resources that are utilisable for a broad variety of
needs, on their reproductive intentions. These resources are small help, substantive and important support, and the opportunity to borrow money. To identify
whether all resources or only particular ones generate fertility-related social capital, these resources are introduced separately to the analyses. The empirical investigations will also explore how much fertility-related social capital is an expression of having access to resources or of investing in relationships that may provide support in future. Finally, the analyses will consider the number of direct and
indirect reciprocal relationships in these networks to identify whether reciprocal
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exchange relationships in general or of particular reciprocity constitute fertilityrelated social capital.

4 Data and Variables
4.1 The Sample
The empirical analyses rest on data from the research project “The Impact of Social Capital and Coping Strategies on Reproductive and Marital Behaviour”, a
panel survey carried out in Bulgaria under the responsibility of the Max Planck
Institute for Demographic Research and the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences. The
first wave was accomplished in Summer 2002 and the second wave will take
place in Autumn 2005. The survey stresses the demographic events of leaving the
parental home, marriage, and fertility. It also has a strong emphasis on explanatory factors, such as the economic situation of the household, coping strategies,
the individual employment situations, the embeddedness in supportive and communicative networks, or the change of values and norms in the Bulgarian society.
As the survey concentrates on leaving home, partnership formation, and fertility, its population of male and female respondents is limited to age cohorts which
usually experience these events. The survey’s sample therefore consists of women
aged 18 to 34, independent of their marital status. Male respondents are in the
same age range if they are unmarried and do not live together with a partner. If
they live together with a partner in a marriage or cohabitation, the age range is 18
to 66. This is because in each case of a female respondent being married or
cohabiting, the corresponding spouse or partner was automatically interviewed,
too.The sample was drawn in collaboration with the Bulgarian National Statistical
Office, using individual information from the Bulgarian census in 2001. The realised survey population consists of 10,009 individuals and covers 5,765 married or
cohabiting people and 4,244 single, divorced, or widowed persons. As the subsequent analyses investigate women’s fertility related intentions, this population is
limited to the 4,775 interviewed women. However, further restrictions have to be
made to receive a meaningful population for analyses. The ethnic groups of Turks
and Roma make a substantive part of the Bulgarian society; consequently, Turkish and Roma respondents represent 9.7% resp. 7.1% of the overall survey population. Explorative analyses show that fertility behaviour and its determinants
differ significantly between the ethnic groups and that these differences are only
covered insufficiently in multivariate analyses by controlling for ethnicity. The
population thus is restricted to 3,837 women who attribute themselves as belonging to the Bulgarian ethnicity. Furthermore, the analyses consider only women
cohabiting or married at the time of interview. This restriction is made since
measures of social capital are used as central explanatory variables. The size and
composition of social networks is largely context-specific and changes signifi-
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cantly due to demographic events like marriage, the birth of a child, or divorce. It
therefore does not make sense to consider unmarried women in the analyses. This
is because they report personal networks that will change significantly once a
union with a partner is formed and considerations to have a child have been made.
As a result, the subsequent analyses do not provide information about the determinants of the fertility intentions of all Bulgarian women aged 18 to 34, but only
for the subpopulation of married and cohabiting ones (n = 2,272). Finally, all
women known to be infertile (n = 151) or pregnant (n = 105) at the time of the
interview are excluded. The subsequent analyses start with a population of 2,016
female respondents.

4.2 Fertility Intentions as Dependent Variables
The multivariate analyses use fertility intentions, instead of observed fertility
outcomes, as dependent variables because of methodological as well as theoretical considerations. In order to identify a causal effect of social capital on reproductive behaviour, data are needed that provide information about the characteristics of an individual’s personal network at the time the decision to have a child is
made. The cross-sectional data we use cannot offer this information. Moreover, a
retrospective registration of social networks is of limited utility. Personal networks are primarily used within daily activities; therefore people remember their
interpersonal transactions and interactions with increasing inaccuracy the more
these activities are located in the past. Addressing fertility intentions as well as
the characteristics of the social networks at the time of interview helps to solve
this problem to some extent. The theoretical motivation rests on the fact that intentions form a central part in the theories of purposeful behaviour (Ajzen 1991).
People act in a goal-oriented manner, based on intentions. The causal relationship
between intention and behaviour is also considered in models of reproductive
behaviour (Morgan 2003; Quesnel-Vallée and Morgan 2003; Bongaarts 2002).
The models show that the number of children born rests on a mother’s intended
number of children as well as on factors she cannot anticipate, like unintended
pregnancies, child mortality, infertility, or unforeseeable opportunity costs. These
intervening factors are responsible for the fact that fertility intentions and reproductive behaviour only weakly match on the individual level (Schoen et al. 1997).
However, reproductive behaviour emerges from fertility-related intentions and
therefore it is important to understand the determinants of this motivational component of fertility (Miller 1994).
As the number of children born is an outcome of a sequential decision making
process, subsequent analyses are carried out for different subgroups defined by
parity. To have a first or another child as well as the timing of birth is always a
new decision that reflects a woman’s general fertility intentions and aspects of her
personal situation (Miller and Pasta 1995).
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Table 1:
Variables used in the analyses
Variable

Description

First child

Quantum
Dependent variable
Quantum Intention ever to have a first or
3.78
another childa
(0.675)
Timing
Intention to have a first or
-another child within the next two
yearsa
Characteristics of respondent
Age:
0.08
18 to 20 1 = ‘yes’, 0 = ‘no’
(0.271)
21 to 25 1 = ‘yes’, 0 = ‘no’
0.43
(0.496)
26 to 30 1 = ‘yes’, 0 = ‘no’
0.36
(0.482)
31 to 34 Reference category
0.13
(0.338)
Tertiary
Degree or currently in tertiary
0.42
education education. 1 = ‘yes’, 0 = ‘no’
(0.495)
Intended Intention to start educ. within the 0.15
education next two years. 1=‘yes’, 0=‘no’
(0.356)
Employment situation:
Gainfully Employed or self-employed
0.69
employed work during the last three
(0.462)
months. 1 = ‘yes’, 0 = ‘no’
In
0.09
education 1 = ‘yes’, 0 = ‘no’
(0.288)
Not
Not working due to par. leave,
0.01
working
housewife, health problems,
(0.106)
other reasons. 1=‘yes’, 0=‘no’
UnemRegistered and unregistered
0.20
ployed
unemployment (ref. category)
(0.405)
Religios- Resp. perceives herself as a
0.59
ity
religious person. 1=‘yes’, 0=‘no’ (0.493)
Siblings
Number of siblings
1.01
(0.689)
Characteristics of husband or partner
Age:
1 = ‘yes’, 0 = ‘no’
0.25
18 to 25
(0.434)
26 to 30 1 = ‘yes’, 0 = ‘no’
0.41
(0.494)
31 to 35 1 = ‘yes’, 0 = ‘no’
0.25
(0.434)
36 to 66 Reference category
0.05
(0.221)
Tertiary
Degree or currently in tertiary
0.26
education education. 1 = ‘yes’, 0 = ‘no’
(0.437)
Employment situation:
Gainfully Employed / self-employed in last 0.82
employed 3 months. 1=‘yes’, 0=‘no’
(0.382)

Descriptive statistics
Second child

Timing

Third
child
Quantum
1.32
(0.680)
--

Quantum
2.89
(1.173)
--

Timing

0.08
(0.267)
0.42
(0.495)
0.38
(0.487)
0.12
(0.330)
0.42
(0.495)
0.14
(0.349)

0.04
(0.196)
0.28
(0.451)
0.40
(0.491)
0.27
(0.446)
0.33
(0.469)
--

0.04
(0.200)
0.34
(0.473)
0.43
(0.495)
0.20
(0.398)
0.33
(0.472)
--

0.01
(0.102)
0.09
(0.289)
0.36
(0.482)
0.53
(0.500)
0.23
(0.416)
--

0.71
(0.457)

0.54
(0.499)

0.51
(0.500)

0.59
(0.492)

0.09
(0.284)
0.01
(0.108)

0.03
(0.170)
0.29
(0.456)

0.03
(0.183)
0.34
(0.475)

0.004
(0.065)
0.28
(0.448)

0.19
(0.397)
0.57
(0.496)
--

0.14
(0.346)
0.61
(0.488)
1.10
(0.823)

0.11
(0.318)
0.63
(0.483)
--

0.13
(0.332)
0.61
(0.489)
1.25
(1.002)

0.24
(0.425)
0.44
(0.498)
0.24
(0.429)
0.05
(0.225)
0.26
(0.442)

0.11
(0.308)
0.35
(0.478)
0.35
(0.478)
0.14
(0.352)
0.18
(0.382)

0.12
(0.325)
0.42
(0.495)
0.33
(0.471)
0.10
(0.303)
0.20
(0.400)

0.03
(0.157)
0.19
(0.393)
0.45
(0.498)
0.26
(0.439)
0.15
(0.354)

0.85
(0.361)

0.86
(0.342)

0.88
(0.325)

0.85
(0.360)

-3.03
(1.017)

-2.56
(0.961)
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Table 1 (continued):
First child

Descriptive statistics
Second child

Third
child
Quantum

QuanTiming
QuanTiming
Variable
Description
tum
tum
Characteristics of household
EquivaHousehold income per weighted 22.86
23.28
17.95
18.67
15.14
lence
household member in units of 10 (16.121) (16.254) (11.278) (12.041) (10.021)
income/10 Leva
Rural
Respondents’ place of residence
0.13
0.13
0.15
0.15
0.23
area
is a small town or village.
(0.332) (0.337) (0.362) (0.354) (0.420)
1 = ‘yes’, 0 = ‘no’
Network size
Resources received: Number of network partners from whom the respondent…
Small
… receives ‘small help’
4.04
4.31
3.37
3.52
3.47
help
(3.117) (4.133) (2.193) (2.250) (2.551)
Impor… receives ‘important and
2.51
2.51
2.45
2.54
2.46
tant
substantive support’
(1.538) (1.577) (1.620) (1.574) (1.782)
support
Borrow … borrows money
2.38
2.40
2.12
2.16
2.11
money
(2.030) (2.045) (1.728) (1.638) (1.574)
Resources given:
Impor- Number of network partners that 2.78
2.69
2.56
2.63
2.77
tant
ask the respondent for ‘important (2.679) (2.366) (2.035) (2.040) (2.899)
support and substantive support’ when
needed
176
170
879
578
478
N
Number of indirect and direct reciprocal relationships
Indirect
Number of direct parents,
2.00
1.96
1.88
1.93
1.91
reciprocal parents-in-law, siblings, grand
(1.282) (1.322) (1.354) (1.322) (1.448)
relationparents, and other relatives
ships
Direct
parents:
one
One direct parent named.
0.34
0.35
0.39
0.41
0.34
1 = ‘yes’, 0 = ‘no’
(0.474) (0.477) (0.487) (0.493) (0.475)
two
Both direct parents named.
0.39
0.37
0.28
0.28
0.29
1 = ‘yes’, 0 = ‘no’
(0.490) (0.483) (0.451) (0.451) (0.453)
Other
Number of parents-in-law,
0.88
0.88
0.93
0.95
0.98
relasiblings, grand parents, and other (1.030) (1.026) (1.043) (1.020) (1.110)
tives
relatives
Direct
Number of friends, colleagues,
0.92
0.93
0.86
0.85
0.88
reciprocal neighbors, and acquaintances
(1.251) (0.241) (0.171) (0.152) (0.239)
relationships
158
153
782
523
431
N
Notes: a Value labels: 1= ‘definitely no‘, 2 = ‘probably no’, 3 = ‘probably yes’, 4 = ‘definitely yes‘

The survey addresses intentions related to the tempo and the quantum of fertility. The respondents were asked, first, whether they intend to have a first or
another child within the next two years. Possible answers were ’definitely yes‘,
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’probably yes‘, ’probably not‘, and ’definitely not‘. A period of two years was
chosen to receive information about concrete fertility intentions. If respondents
replied ‘probably not’ or ‘definitely not’ to have a first or another child within the
next two years, then a question was asked whether they intend ever to have a first
or another child. The answers could be differentiated in the same way as in the
previous question. The investigation of tempo-related intentions to have a first or
another child is only meaningful for individuals that actually want to have this
child. Therefore, only respondents that want to have ever a first or another child
are considered for this variable. For the variable about the quantum related fertility intentions, all respondents that probably or definitely want to have a child
within the next two years are coded as respondents that also definitely ever want
to have the respective child (for more details on the tempo and quantum of fertility intentions, see Philipov et al. 2005).

4.3 Social Capital
Respondents’ social capital was measured by the amount of experienced and potential transfers of resources. Respondents were asked about the size of three different networks that provide them with three different kinds of resources during
the last two years: ‘small help’, ‘substantial and important support’, and ‘borrowed money’. If the respondents reported that no network partners of a particular
network provided them with the particular resource, they were asked to name the
number of network partners from whom they would receive this resource if
needed. For example, if a respondent replied that nobody provided ‘substantial
and important support’, then the respondent was asked to name the number of
network partners he or she could ask for this kind of support. For each of the three
kinds of resources, the numbers of experienced and potential supportive network
partners are summarised to three variables that provide information about the
respondents’ amount of social capital according to ‘small help’, ‘substantial and
important support’, and ‘borrowed money’.4 To cover the respondents’ involvement in long-term exchange relationships and investments in social capital, they
were also asked about the number of network partners to whom they provided
‘important and substantive support’. If no network partner was named, the respondents were asked about the number of network partners that would ask them
to provide this resource. These two variables are, again, summarised to a new one
giving information about the number of network partners that receive ‘important
and substantive support’ from the respondents.

4

If, for example, a respondent experienced ‘substantive and important support’ provided from
her network partners, the number of these network partners represents her amount of social
capital according to this resource. If she did not experience this kind of support, the number of
network partners that would provide her with ‘important and substantive support’ represent her
amount of social capital.
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The subsequent analyses consider a very simple property of social networks,
namely, size. However, this structural characteristic is a central dimension of
social capital (Bourdieu 1983; Flap 2002). The analyses address the processes of
interpersonal exchange as the basic mechanism of generating social capital. Structural properties of social networks, such as density, cohesiveness, openness, or
structural similarity, are very much outcomes of these processes and are not considered subsequently.
For a subgroup of network partners, the questionnaire collected personal characteristics and some attributes of the respondent’s relationships with them. For
example, when a respondent reported about network partners from whom he received ‘small help’, he was asked to select up to five network partners that were
most important within this context. Next, he was asked for the network partners’
gender, travelling distance between the respondent and them, their frequency of
contact, and their role relationships, i.e. whether they belong to the respondent’s
family or whether they are relatives, friends, acquaintances, colleagues etc. The
latter variable can be used as an indicator for the kind of reciprocity that characterises the relationships. Members of the extended family and kin build systems
of indirect reciprocal exchange. Relationships with the partner, friends, or colleagues rest on direct reciprocity. The same information was collected for up to
five network partners that ‘lend money to the respondent’ and/or that received
‘important and substantive support’ from her. For the analyses, the network partners from these two networks as well as from the network that provided the respondent with ‘small help’ are pooled and their characteristics are aggregated.
This is done to receive some independence between the composition of role relationships and the kind of resources received or given. Two new variables are created to indicate the number of indirect reciprocal relationships between the respondents and their network partners, measured by the number of extended family
members and relatives, and to measure the number of direct reciprocal relationships, represented by the number of friends, colleagues, neighbours, and acquaintances. Husbands and partners are not considered, as the analyses concentrate on the exchange of resources with network partners outside the respondents’
core family. To cover a probably significant role the respondents’ direct parents
may play in the relationships of indirect reciprocity, three additional variables are
constructed. Two dummy variables that report whether the respondent named one
or both direct parents and one variable about the number of indirect reciprocal
relationships to all other relatives.

4.4 Control Variables
Primarily for the purpose of control, the multivariate analyses consider the basic
characteristics of the respondents, their husbands or partners, and their households. Husbands’, partners’, and households’ characteristics are considered because we assume that women form their fertility intentions not solely based on
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their personal characteristics. The respondents are portrayed by age, the completed or aspired level of education, the employment situation, their religiosity,
and the number of siblings they have. Husbands or partners are attributed with
their age, the level of education completed or aspired, and their employment
situation. As the analyses take the respondents’ perspectives into account, they
consider only the characteristics of husbands’ or partners’ that we assume most of
the respondents to know accurately. However, information on these characteristics is taken from the husbands’ or partners’ interviews. The situation of the
household is represented by its equivalence income, i.e. by the household members’ per capita income weighted by the age structure of the household.5 Finally,
one variable controls for the differences of fertility intentions between urban and
rural areas.

5 Empirical Results
The empirical results are presented in two steps. First, the distributions of the
central variables in the analyses are reported: the respondents’ fertility intentions
and the size and composition of their exchange networks. Next, estimates from
ordered logistic regressions are discussed to explore the possible effects of the
respondents’ social capital and their embeddedness in relationships of direct and
indirect reciprocity on their fertility intentions.

5.1 Fertility Intentions
Of all women considered in the analyses, 35.9% definitely intend to have a first or
another child (see Table 2). This compares to 36.1% who perceive their reproductive period to be completed and for certain do not intend to give birth to a child.
However, as expected, these intentions depend significantly on the actual number
of children belonging to the respondent. Most of the childless respondents
(87.7%) intend to have at least one child for sure. However, this intention changes
significantly in the case of a second child. Here, only 43.3% are certain that they
want to have a second child whereas 37.4% intend not to have more than one
child. Finally, among the respondents with two, three, or more children, only a
marked minority that intends to have a further child can be identified.
5

Information about a household’s income is covered by an ordinally scaled variable with the
following categories: ’up to 100 Leva‘, ’101 to 200 Leva‘, ’201 to 300 Leva‘, ’301 to 400
Leva‘, ’401 to 600 Leva‘, ’601 to 800 Leva‘, ’801 to 1,000 Leva‘, and ’1,001 Leva or more‘.
To calculate the equivalence income, the value of the centre of each income interval is taken.
As to the highest income category, a value of 1,200 Leva is set. The household size is weighted
according to the modified OECD scale (Dennis and Guio 2004). The first adult is weighted
with the factor 1.0. Every additional household member who is older than 13 years receives a
weight of 0.5. If he or she is aged 13 or younger, a weight of 0.3 is set.
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Table 2:
Intention ever to have a first or another child by the number of children belonging to
the respondent (natural children, step, and fostered children)
Intention ever to have
a first or another child
Definitely not
Probably not
Probably yes
Definitely yes
Total
N

0
3.0
2.6
6.8
87.7
100.1
235

Number of children
1
2
20.1
17.3
19.4
43.3
101.1
1,072

75.2
17.9
3.2
3.7
100.0
588

3 or
more
85.0
7.5
2.5
5.0
100.0
40

Total
36.1
15.5
12.6
35.9
100.1
1,935a

Note: a Due to 81 cases with nonresponse or missing information, the total number of respondents in this table is
smaller than the overall population (n = 2,016) considered in the analyses.

The majority of the respondents who definitely or probably want to have a
first or another child intends to have this child within the next two years (see Table 3). This holds especially for the timing of the first child. However, the intention to postpone the birth increases with parity.
The results in Tables 2 and 3 entail two limitations for the subsequent analyses. First, the distribution of the intentions of the childless women ever to have a
first child is too skewed for a meaningful analysis (94.5% definitely or probably
Table 3:
Intention to have a first or another child within the next two years by the number of
children belonging to the respondent (natural children, step, and fostered children).
All respondents that definitely or probably intend to have a first or another child
Intention to have a first or another child
within the next two years
Definitely not
Probably not
Probably yes
Definitely yes
Total
N

Number of children
3 or
1
2
more
12.9
16.1
30.0
-14.7
27.8
30.0
33.3
33.8
40.1
28.0
33.3
38.7
16.1
12.0
33.3
100.1
100.1
100.0
99.9
225
684
50
3

Total

0

16.0
24.8
37.9
21.2
99.9
962

intend to have a first child). Second, the number of respondents with three or
more children (n = 40) as well as the number of respondents who probably or
definitely intend to have a third (n = 50) or a fourth or fifth one (n = 3) within the
next two years are too small. Therefore, the multivariate analyses will only consider the respondents’ intentions ever to have a second or a third child and their
intentions to have a first or a second one within the next two years.
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5.2 The Size and Composition of Networks
The majority of the women reported to have access to the supportive resources
that were addressed in the questionnaire. Of the respondents, only 6.0% resp.
7.7% replied not to know at least one network partner that provides ‘small help’
or ‘important and substantive support’ (see Table 4). 12.3% do not know of network partners that lend money. 51.1% of the respondents borrowed money from
their network partners in the last two years. This money was repeatedly spent on
goods for basic needs, such as food, clothing, or medicine (62.1%), but also on
bills for heating and lighting (31.9%), or on unexpected payments of a smaller
amount (25.6%), like repairs or small medical treatments (multiple answers were
possible). The mean values of the size of the non-empty networks show that the
respondents are able to reach on average 3.7 network partners when they need
‘small help’, followed by 2.7 persons that give ‘substantive and important support’, and 2.4 people that lend money to them. The results on the small networks
agree with insights from other studies (see for example Bühler and Frątczak 2004,
Pfenning 1995, or Bernard et al. 1990). Within the personal network, there is
mostly only a small number of members able and willing to give substantive support. Of the respondents, 87.5% gave or would give ‘important and substantive
support’ to 3.0 network partners on average. A cross tabulation of the respondents
who received and/or gave this kind of resource documents that 50.2% of them
were engaged in exchange processes, i.e. they received as well as provided ‘important and substantive support’ within the last two years.
Table 5 reports the networks’ compositions by the relationships of indirect
and direct reciprocity.6 Indirect reciprocal relationships form the majority. They
make on average 55% of the relationships between the respondents and their network partners. On the one hand, this is caused by the significance of the respondents’ direct parents (30%), but also by parents-in-law, members of the extended
family, and relatives (25%). Direct parents are crucial providers of ‘substantive
and important support’ and they are a valuable source of money, but they make
also one fourth of the network partners that were supported by the respondents.
Direct reciprocal relationships with friends, colleagues, neighbours, or acquaintances form a significant share of the respondents’ exchange activities within the
last two years as well. This group of network partners is the most important
source for borrowed money (37%) and they are also frequent beneficiaries of
‘important and substantive support’ given by the respondents. Furthermore, there
are supportive relationships within the respondents’ core families. Husbands or
partners make on average 27% of the network partners that provided important
6

For a better comparison, Table 5 reports the mean proportions of indirect and direct reciprocal
relationships and of the different groups of network partners. It also includes the group of husbands, partners, and children. However, the multivariate analyses consider the real numbers of
the different relationships and groups of network partners. See Table 1 for the descriptive statistics of these variables.
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support to the respondents and they form 22% of the network partners that
received this kind of support.
Table 4:
Shares of empty networks and mean sizes of non-empty networks separated by the
number of children belonging to the respondent (natural children, step, and fostered
children)
Access to small help
Total
0

Number of children
1
2
≥3

Empty networksa
Share (in
6.1
7.0
percent)
N
2,002
259
Non-empty networksb
Mean
3.7
4.2
(Std.dev.)
(2.53) (3.70)
N
1,879
241

5.2

7.3

9.8

7.7

6.6

7.5

8.4

9.5

1,096

606

41

2,001

259

1,093

607

42

3.6
(2.24)
1,039

3.7
(2.41)
562

3.4
(2.11)
37

2.7
(1.58)
1,847

2.6
(1.47)
242

2.7
(1.53)
1,011

2.7
(1.71)
556

2.6
(1.73)
38

Access to borrowed money
Total
0
Empty networksa
Share (in
12.3
8.5
percent)
N
2,006
259
Non-empty networksb
2.4
2.5
Mean
(Std.dev.)
(1.57) (1.92)
N
1,760
237

Total

Access to important and
substantive support
Number of children
0
1
2
≥3

Number of children
1
2
≥3

Important and substantive
support given
Total
Number of children
0
1
2
≥3

11.5

14.1

28.6

12.5

11.9

12.7

11.2

31.7

1,097

608

42

1,965

252

1,071

601

41

2.4
(1.58)
971

2.4
(1.40)
522

2.4
(1.22)
30

3.0
(2.57)
1,719

3.0
(2.45)
222

3.0
(2.50)
935

3.1
2.8
(2.78) (1.69)
534
28

Notes:
a
The respondent did not report about an experienced transfer of this resource during the last two years and also
does not know a network partner who would provide or would ask for this resource.
b
The respondent experienced at least one transfer of this resource during the last two years or knows at least one
network partner who would provide or would ask to be provided with this resource.
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Table 5:
Networks’ compositions by relationships of direct and indirect reciprocity
Total

Important
and substantive support
received

Borrowing
money

Important
and substantive support
given

Indirect reciprocal relationships:
Direct parents
0.30
(0.288)
Extended family, kin
0.25
(0.278)
Total
0.55
(0.336)

0.35
(0.335)
0.23
(0.297)
0.58
(0.368)

0.29
(0.373)
0.27
(0.357)
0.56
(0.423)

0.25
(0.321)
0.28
(0.343)
0.53
(0.401)

Direct reciprocal relationships:
0.23
Friends, colleagues,
(0.306)
neighbours, acquaint.
Partner, husband,
0.21
children
(0.266)
Total
0.44
(0.334)
Other network
0.004
partners
(0.050)
0.99
Total
N
1,719

0.14
(0.285)
0.27
(0.326)
0.41
(0.366)
0.01
(0.074)
1.00
1,494

0.37
(0.417)
0.05
(0.190)
0.43
(0.421)
0.01
(0.100)
0.99
946

0.25
(0.363)
0.22
(0.322)
0.47
(0.400)
0.003
(0.034)
1.00
1,067

Note: The table reports the mean values and standard deviations (in parentheses) of the proportions of the particular
relationships and groups.

5.3 Multivariate Analyses
The multivariate analyses first address the question whether social capital in general or whether having access to particular resources influence fertility intentions.
Therefore, the sizes of the different networks are introduced in an ordinal logistic
regression simultaneously controlling for the basic characteristics of the respondents, their husbands/partners, and their households.
The results in Table 6 document the general importance of ‘substantive and
important support’ on the respondents’ fertility intentions. The more the respondents have access to network partners who provide this resource, the more they
are intending to have ever a second or a third child as well as to have a first or a
second child within the next two years. The coefficients report a linear relationship according to the timing of birth. The respondents’ intentions to have a first or
a second child within the next two years benefit from each additional supportive
network partner. However, this does not apply to the quantum related intentions.
As the significant negative signs of the squared network size document, the
respondents face a declining marginal utility of supportive network partners. Each
additional network partner provides substantive and important support that is to
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some extent already provided by other network partners. Therefore, having access
to a maximum of supportive network partners is not the optimal solution, but to
know a reasonable number of them. As the data contain no detailed information
about the kind of available support, no sound reason for these results can be
given. However, a first interpretation is that the respondents’ quantum and timing
related fertility intentions benefit from different kinds of important support that
can be provided best by different numbers of network partners.
The access to network partners who provide ‘small help’ in daily activities is
of heterogeneous importance. There is no impact on the intention ever to have a
second child whereas it supports the consideration to have a third one. It influences the respondents’ intentions to have a second child within the next two years
in a negative way. Thus, ‘small help’ from other people is not located around
activities that are relevant for fertility intentions according to the first or second
child. However, with the second child, the respondents’ workload increases and
consequently their intention to have a third one depends, among other things, on
the availability of network partners that help them with their daily activities.
Having access to network partners that lend money does not have any effect
on the respondents’ fertility intentions. As the descriptive analyses show, money
is primarily borrowed from other people to close short-term financial gaps. This
result sheds light on the character of the resources that increase the respondents’
fertility intentions. Resources that help to cope with daily or short-term problems
tend to be of minor relevance. Fertility decisions are decisions with long-term
consequences; therefore, resources matter that substantively shape the respondents’ living conditions and opportunities for activities.
The number of network partners that received or would receive ‘substantive
and important support’ from the respondent does not show any influence either.
This does not apply, however, when all variables about the respondents’ access to
network partners who provide support are excluded from the analyses (the results
are not reported here in detail). In this case, the respondents’ investments in social
capital show significant positive influences on their intentions ever to have a second child or to have a first child within the next two years. Transfers of ‘important and substantive support’ to other network partners are used as indicators for
long-term exchange relationships and investments in social capital. Nevertheless,
these indirect measures of the past or future availability of supportive resources
are not relevant as people adjust their fertility intentions directly to the resources
they receive or would receive if they need them.
Although the characteristics of the respondents, their husbands/partners, and
their households are primarily used as control variables, they document some
interesting results that will be discussed selectively in the following. Women who
intend to start education or who live in high income households plan to postpone
the birth of a first child. It is shown elsewhere (Bühler 2005) that the latter effect
is caused by an economically very successful group of respondents who belong to
the highest 10 per cent quintile of the equivalence income distribution. They live
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Table 6:
Determinants of fertility intentions: Access to social capital, characteristics of respondents, their husbands/partners and their households (ordinal logit regressions)
First child

Second child

Third child

Variable
Timing
Characteristics of respondent
Age:
18 to 20
–0.295
(0.778)
21 to 25
–0.181
(0.534)
26 to 30
0.760
(0.480)
Tertiary education
–0.063
(0.373)
Intended education
–0.843*
(0.437)
Employment situation:
Gainfully employed
0.204
(0.426)
In education
–0.690
(0.674)
Not working
-Religiosity
Siblings
Social capital
Resources received:
Small help
Important support
Important support
(squared)
Borrowing money
Resources given:
Important support

Quantum

Timing

Quantum

0.195
(0.394)
0.464**
(0.221)
0.423**
(0.174)
0.266*
(0.158)
--

–0.888*
(0.496)
–0.751***
(0.272)
–0.500**
(0.229)
0.135
(0.189)
--

0.336
(0.468)
--

0.093
(0.200)
–0.051
(0.413)
0.378*
(0.218)
0.313**
(0.130)
0.103
(0.085)

–0.301
(0.259)
–0.867*
(0.468)
–0.690**
(0.272)
–0.037
(0.162)
--

–0.678*
(0.350)
--

–0.089**
(0.040)
0.177***
(0.057)
--

0.030
(0.077)

0.027
(0.035)
0.240**
(0.101)
–0.024*
(0.013)
0.021
(0.041)

0.072
(0.049)

0.095*
(0.049)
0.522**
(0.242)
–0.081**
(0.038)
0.040
(0.077)

0.055
(0.071)

0.023
(0.036)

0.035
(0.045)

–0.034
(0.055)

0.469
(0.318)
--

–0.057
(0.037)
0.247**
(0.102)
--

Continued on the next page

0.140
(0.263)
0.426
(0.282)
--

0.020
(0.377)
0.465*
(0.239)
–0.118
(0.150)
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Table 6 (continued)
Characteristics of husband/partner
Age:
18 to 25
0.560
(0.697)
26 to 30
0.352
(0.623)
31 to 35
–0.474
(0.640)
Tertiary education
0.387
(0.402)
Employment situation:
Gainfully employed
–0.127
(0.459)
Characteristics of household
Equivalence income/10
–0.040***
(0.011)
Rural area
0.110
(0.484)
Cut points
1
–2.052
(0.754)
2
–0.926
(0.729)
3
0.682
(0.727)
LL
–198.039
33.72
χ2
df
19
N
170

0.679**
(0.292)
0.921***
(0.219)
0.460**
(0.188)
0.383**
(0.190)

–0.265
(0.360)
–0.054
(0.282)
0.121
(0.266)
–0.135
(0.221)

–0.511
(0.758)
–0.088
(0.377)
–0.203
(0.273)
0.279
(0.332)

0.055
(0.196)

–0.195
(0.250)

–0.057
(0.342)

0.008
(0.007)
0.172
(0.189)

0.004
(0.007)
0.437*
(0.228)

0.024**
(0.012)
–0.041
(0.291)

0.754
(0.346)
1.890
(0.350)
2.563
(0.356)
–1092.399
94.31
21
879

–2.279
(0.457)
–0.867
(0.448)
1.143
(0.448)
–733.994
55.83
20
578

2.348
(0.607)
4.045
(0.636)
4.726
(0.663)
–320.532
41.09
19
478

Unstandardised coefficients (standard errors);
Levels of significance: * ≤ 0.1; ** ≤ 0.05; *** ≤ 0.01.

in small households of mostly two persons with incomes far above average. The
intention to have a second child and the timing of its birth are very much influenced by the age of the respondents and of their husbands or partners. Women
that had their first child by the age of 30 intend to have a second child significantly more often in comparison to the female respondents who had their first
child at age 30 to 34, but they also intend to postpone the birth of this child as the
significant negative signs of the coefficients document. The timing of the second
child also depends on the respondents’ employment situation. Compared to unemployed women, respondents that are in education or are not working intend to
postpone the birth of the second child. The latter effect is primarily caused by
women on parental leave. Finally, the results show some evidence that the economic situation of the household matters as far as the respondents’ intention to
have a third child is concerned. This is documented by the significant positive
effect of the household’s equivalence income.
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In a second step, the analyses focus on the relevance of relationships of direct
and indirect reciprocity. Two models are estimated (see Table 7). Model 1 considers the number of direct and indirect reciprocal relationships. Model 2 addresses the relevance of the respondents’ direct parents among the number of
relationships of indirect reciprocity. Both models consider the same set of control
variables that is used for the estimates in Table 6. For a better presentation, however, only the effects of the variables that represent the direct and indirect reciprocal relationships are listed. The results document the significance of indirect
reciprocal relationships for the respondents’ fertility intensions. The more they
reported about relationships with family members and kin, the more they intend
to have a second child or to have a first or a second child within the next two
years. According to the intended timing of the first or the second child, this effect
is primarily caused by the direct parents of the respondents, as the results of
Model 2 show. Nevertheless, in the context of the general intention to have a second child, other relatives exert some positive influence, too. Relationships of direct reciprocity to friends, colleagues, neighbours, or acquaintances have either a
negative impact or show no relevance. Although this group of network partners is
an important source for borrowed money, it does not provide resources for the
respondents that influence their fertility intentions in a positive way.
Table 7:
Determinants of fertility intentions: Indirect and direct reciprocal relationships
(ordinal logistic regression)
First child
Timing
Number of indi0.285**
-rect reciprocal
(0.135)
relationships
Number of direct
parents
-0.140
One
(0.396)
Two
-1.023**
(0.426)
Number of
-0.184
other relatives
(0.176)
Number of direct –0.239* –0.239*
reciprocal rela(0.133) (0.133)
tionships
N
153
153

Second child
Quantum
Timing
0.112**
(0.052)
---0.055
(0.060)
782

Notes:
Unstandardised coefficients (standard errors);
Levels of significance: * ≤ 0.1; ** ≤ 0.05; *** ≤ 0.01.

--

0.120*
(0.063)

0.271*
-(0.162)
0.285
-(0.179)
0.089
-(0.069)
0.056 0.028
(0.060) (0.073)
782

523

Third child
Quantum
--

0.049
(0.083)

--

0.172
-–0.077
(0.194)
(0.292)
0.495**
-–0.227
(0.215)
(0.314)
0.045
-0.130
(0.082)
(0.105)
0.033 –0.118 –0.130
(0.073) (0.105) (0.106)
523

431

428
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6 Concluding Discussion
Individuals do not live in isolation. They are embedded in social environments
that influence their preferences and shape their opportunities to follow particular
courses of action by providing valuable resources to them. Individuals are aware
of these network-related resources and take them into account in their decisions
and planning. The availability of these resources depends on their distribution
within the social network as well as on the characters of individuals’ personal
relationships with network partners who posses or control them. Network partners
are willing to give these resources on the basis of exchange relationships of direct
and indirect reciprocity. Due to individuals’ transfers of goods and services to
network partners, they receive the right to be provided with resources from the
same or other network partners if in need of them. Social relationships and social
networks generate social capital on the basis of reciprocal exchange.
This general form of social capital can directly be applied to reproductive intentions and behaviour. The decision to have a child is associated with long-term
costs and uncertainties that significantly intervene in a household’s economic
situation and social structure. Thus, one can hypothesise that individuals intend to
have a first or another child if they perceive to possess or to have access to an
amount of resources that is subjectively adequate to handle the expected emotional, economic, and social costs caused by the child. These resources can be
acquired to some extent by personal relationships, i.e., by ongoing interpersonal
exchange processes. The resources may be fertility specific, for example having
access to informal child care possibilities, knowing people who help with the
household, or who assist in case of problems with the children. However, they
may also be of a multi-purpose nature, for example in the form of money, time,
influence, or active support. These resources influence fertility indirectly as they
help to stabilise the economic and social situation of an individual or a household,
which again has an impact on reproductive goals. This aspect applies to Bulgaria
and to many other parts of Central and Eastern Europe because these countries
still have to handle serious economic problems and cope with low levels of income for a wide range of their populations.
The empirical analyses address basic attributes of fertility-related social capital: different kinds of supportive resources, networks of giving and receiving support, and personal relationships that are characterised by direct or indirect reciprocal exchange. On the basis of survey data from Bulgarian women aged 18 to 34,
estimates from ordered logit regressions confirm the relevance of multi-purpose
social capital for fertility intentions, but they also document that only particular
resources are relevant. Having access to network partners that provide ‘important
and substantive support’ positively influences the quantum and the timing of fertility intentions. However, an increasing number of network partners that provide
‘small help’ in daily activities shows, with the exception of the intention to have a
third child, a negative or no effect. Moreover, having access to borrowed money
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is not of any relevance. These results lead to the conclusion that women’s fertility
intentions do not depend on personal social capital that provides access to resources which make daily life easier, but on resources that may influence their
personal situation substantially. Therefore, fertility-related social capital might be
perceived as a kind of income that helps individuals to cope with their economic
and social situation in general.
Investments in social capital or the existence of long-term exchange relationships, measured by the number of network partners that received or might receive
support from the respondent show no effect on fertility intentions as soon as the
number of network partners providing supportive resources are considered in the
analyses. People’s behavioural intentions, therefore, rest on their perceptions of
having access to the resources of other people more so than on the indirect view
of their activities that ensure this access. However, subsequent analyses should
clarify whether it is meaningful in general to consider investments in social capital within a theory that explains individual behaviour as an outcome of social
capital.
Individual relationships of indirect reciprocity also matter to fertility intentions. Relationships of direct reciprocity exert no influence or a negative one.
Exchange relationships of indirect reciprocity provide flexible access to resources
as they do not have to be repaid in the short-term and not directly to the network
partners that provide them. The direct parents of the respondents are of high significance in this context. The question thus arises whether it is meaningful to use
the complex theory and method of social capital when in the end they only identify intergenerational transfers and support. Note that the effects of indirect and
direct reciprocal relationships largely reflect the resources that are transferred by
these relationships. Direct parents are influential, because they are the primary
source of ‘important and substantive support’. Direct reciprocal relationships with
friends, colleagues, or neighbours show a negative influence or no influence because they are important sources of borrowed money. Therefore, in answer to this
objection, variables about direct and indirect reciprocal relationships are needed
that are independent from the resources transferred. However, in the context of
substantive support our results as well as findings from Poland (Bühler and Fratzcak 2004) suggest to limit the scope on intergenerational transfers from parents to
their children.
Although fertility intentions were chosen to allow for a causal interpretation
of the covariates’ effects, the principal problem of causality remains. Women
could select the transaction partners in their networks according to the resources
they need to pursue their fertility intentions. For example, if they intend to have a
child, they ask their parents and relatives for substantive support that enables
them to put their reproductive plans into action. If they intend to postpone the
birth of a child, their activities are less focused on this event and, for example,
more related to problems in daily life. Therefore, direct reciprocal relationships
with friends may be more often named because these are major sources for bor-
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rowed money. This problem is caused by the fact that the information about the
respondents’ social capital rests to a large extent on concrete transactions within a
particular period. Thus, these activities may reflect intentions that already exist.
Panel information would reduce this problem and so would a measurement of
social capital that is not related to particular transactions and time periods. Future
studies should have the latter aspect as a central focus since this would provide
insight into the general stock of social capital and its implications on fertility intentions and reproductive behaviour.
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